Photoaddition of chlorpromazine to DNA.
Chlorpromazine, 2-chloro-N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)phenothiazine (CPZ), is a frequently prescribed antipsychotic drug that causes cutaneous photosensitivity in man. CPZ is also phototoxic and photomutagenic in vitro. We have investigated the photoaddition of CPZ to DNA as a possible mechanism for these photobiologic effects. Prior to irradiation, CPZ binds non-covalently to double-stranded calf thymus DNA. At high nucleotide to CPZ ratios, the CPZ absorption maximum shifts from 305 nm to 340 nm with an isosbestic point at 323 nm and 90% of the CPZ fluorescence at 455 nm is quenched. The excitation and emission spectra for the unquenchable fluorescence are the same as those for unbound CPZ. The absorption and fluorescence spectra of unbound CPZ are restored at 0.1 mM magnesium acetate or 100 mM sodium acetate. Non-covalent binding of CPZ to heat-denatured DNA does not shift the CPZ absorption spectrum but quenches 65% of the CPZ fluorescence. Photolytic decomposition of CPZ was inhibited by binding to DNA. In the presence of high concentrations of double-stranded DNA or denatured DNA the photolysis rates were reduced by greater than 98% and 65%, respectively, compared to free CPZ. Formation of covalent photoadducts between CPZ and denatured DNA was 10-fold more efficient than photoadduct formation with double-stranded DNA. Approximately 10% of the CPZ which photodecomposed upon irradiation at 323 nm photoadded to denatured DNA. These results indicate that formation of a complex between CPZ and double-stranded DNA absorbing at 340 nm protects CPZ from photodecomposition and inhibits covalent photoadduct formation.